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LIFE IN PHIOGEH Student Information Sheet

Introduction:

Our story takes place about 1450 AD before the coming of the Spanish settlers. 
Phiogeh, which means Flicker Village in Tewa, was a large Pueblo village located 
on the east side of Pó?káy or Posongeh, the Tewa names for the Rio Grande. The 
village sat on the ridge above the flood plain in the present day village of Los Lu-
ceros. The houses were made of adobe and were attached to each other in room 
blocks. In the plaza there were probably round kivas, underground ceremonial 
rooms. Here the people practiced for their dances, held ceremonies and told 
stories in the winter.

The people grew their crops of corn, beans and squash in grid gardens located near the 
village, on surrounding hills and on the Mesa. They also planted in flood irrigated fields along the river.

When the river was shallow, people would wade through the water to gather plants, hunt and make petro-
glyphs on Tsikw’aye, the Tewa name for Mesa Prieta. They often hiked over the Mesa on the Eagle Gap Trail 
to the Tewa villages on the other side to trade for pottery and to take part in ceremonies. Trading was also 
common with the people who lived in the Tewa villages north and south of Phiogeh. There were no horses 
in those days so everyone traveled on foot.

Fall:

For a week the Sun Watcher had hiked part way up Tsikw’aye early 
each morning to watch the sun rise. He knew that this morning would 
mark the fall equinox – the time of equal day and equal night. 

As the sun rose over the eastern mountains (Sangre de Cristos), it cast 
a shadow on an ancient spiral petroglyph. After praying and doing cer-
emony, the Sun Watcher waded back across the big river to his village. 
It was time to prepare for the coming of winter.

The corn, beans and squash were brought in from the fields and dried 
on the flat roofs of the adobe houses.

The men made new arrowheads from chert, a glassy flint-
like rock that was obtained by trading with the people who 
lived at Tsiping, near present day Abiquiú. 

When the harvest was 
complete, the men collected 
firewood and went hunt-
ing for deer and elk in the 
mountains. 

The women made turkey feather blankets that would keep their families 
warm in the winter. With the first snow, the children looked forward to the 
sacred stories that their grandparents would tell.

The children also looked forward to a clay bowl of hot posole to warm their 
stomachs. Posole was made by soaking dried white corn in a large clay pot 
filled with wood ashes and water. This loosened the skin on the kernels so 
that when they were boiled in water, they popped like popcorn and made a 
delicious stew.
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Winter:

On the day that winter solstice arrived, the Sun Watcher was again on Tsikw’aye observing the shadow 
that the sun cast on a sacred petroglyph. Although he knew that months of cold, snowy weather were 
coming, he also knew that a new year would begin as the days grew longer.

The people of Phiogeh were expecting a good winter because there had been enough rain for their crops 
and their clay storage pots were filled with dried beans and collected plants. Strings of dried corn and 
spiral strips of dried squash hung from the vigas. A successful hunt provided each family with plenty of 
dried meat and the village gave thanks with a deer dance. 

Spring:

By the time of spring equinox the snows had melted and the wild plants were sprouting. It was time for 
the women and girls to go out to the hills to dig wild onions and pick the little green leaves and roots of 
the tsimaha. They were already thinking of how delicious the beans would taste when flavored with these 
plants. It was also time to begin preparations for spring planting. The children were happy to help get the 
grid gardens ready by carrying baskets of gravel for mulch and by straightening the rock borders.

Because Pó?káy had not yet begun to flood, this was a good time to 
make petroglyphs on Tsikw’aye and collect yucca leaves and roots. 
The women loved how the shampoo made from the yucca roots 
made their hair shine. The children and the men looked forward to 
a new pair of sandals woven from the yucca with wide leaves. And 
those who were artists made brushes from the narrow leaf yucca 
to paint their pottery.

As the snow in the mountains melted in late spring, Pó?káy be-
came a raging river. This was the important time for fishing which 
was done with bare hands, nets or woven lines.  The fathers were 
pleased to see the boys making nets to catch the fish. Fish stew 
would taste very good.  No one dared to cross over to Tsikw’aye until 
the flooding ended and the river was again shallow. The children looked forward to summer solstice 
because it was then that they were allowed to go swimming in the river again. 

Summer:

The green corn dance marked the summer solstice as the 
people prayed for rain and another good year for their crops. 
The children who took care of the turkeys were happy to take 
them out of their pen to catch the grasshoppers that liked to eat 
the young crops.

The women were busy making clay pots for cooking, eating and 
storing beans. Sometimes they visited with the people who lived 
on the west side of Tsikw’aye because those people knew where 
to dig the clay with the mica in it. The Phiogeh women liked the 
cooking pots with the flecks of shiny mica because they didn’t 
crack in the cooking fire. 
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Pot: Bandelier B, also known as 
Bandelier Black-on-gray, A.D. 1400-
1550. Courtesy of the Museum of 

Indian Arts and Culture / Laboratory 
of Anthropology, 21810/11.
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Summer was a good time for the men to build new rooms onto their adobe houses. The women then used 
their hands to plaster all of the walls with mud. The adobe kept them cool in the summer and warm in the 
winter. The children worked hard in the grid gardens pulling weeds and worked with the dogs to chase 
away the crows and kill the rabbits that ate the crops. 

Everyone in Phiogeh had their jobs to do and they understood that each person in the village depended on 
each other to live. Life in the village followed the cycle of the seasons and the ceremonies that went with 
them. Each person learned to walk their life path with respect for all life. Together they created a strong 
people who lived in harmony with Mother Earth.

Life in Phiogeh changed with the arrival of the Spanish settlers in 1598 AD. The Phiogeh farmers were 
required to grow crops for their Spanish neighbors.

In 1680, the Pueblos revolted against the Spanish, who retreated to the 
south. When the Spanish returned to the area in 1692, they found that 
most of the people from Phiogeh had  moved to Arizona to live with the 
Hopi people. Their descendants still live there and maintain their Tewa 
language and culture.  
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